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Abstract

Objectives: Late‐life major depressive disorder (MDD) can be conceptualized as a
complex dynamic system. However, it is not straightforward how to analyze the

covarying depressive symptoms over time in case of sparse panel data. Dynamic

time warping (DTW) analysis may yield symptom networks and dimensions both at

the patient and group level.

Methods: In the Netherlands Study of Depression in Older People (NESDO)

depressive symptoms were assessed every 6 months using the 30‐item Inventory of
Depressive Symptomatology (IDS) with up to 13 assessments per participant. Our

sample consisted of 182 persons, aged ≥ 60 years, with an IDS total score of 26 or

higher at baseline. Symptom networks dimensions, and centrality metrics were

analyzed using DTW and Distatis analyses.

Results: The mean age was 69.8 years (SD 7.1), with 69.0% females, and a mean IDS

score of 38.0 (SD = 8.7). DTW enabled visualization of an idiographic symptom

network in a single NESDO participant. In the group‐level nomothetic approach,
four depressive symptom dimensions were identified: “core symptoms”, “lethargy/

somatic”, “sleep”, and “appetite/atypical”. Items of the “internalizing symptoms”

dimension had the highest centrality, whose symptom changes over time were most

similar to those changes of other symptoms.

Conclusions: DTW revealed symptom networks and dimensions based on the

within‐person symptom changes in older MDD patients. Its centrality metrics signal
the most influential symptoms, which may aid personalized care.
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Key points

� Dynamic time warp (DTW) analysis yielded symptom networks and dimensions in patients

with late‐life depression, based on the tendency of symptom changes over time to covary.
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� DTW and network analysis applied at individual patients may reveal symptoms with high

centrality, which may aid personalized medicine.

� Four Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology symptom dimensions were identified at the

group level: “Core symptoms” (14 items), “Lethargy/Somatic” (6 items), “Sleep” (3 items), and

“Appetite/Atypical” (7 items).

1 | INTRODUCTION

Late‐life major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common and often
severe psychiatric disorder, with a worse long‐term prognosis

compared to younger adults.1,2 Clinical presentation of late‐life MDD
differs from MDD in younger adults, with older adults often having

more somatic symptoms and more loss of interest, and younger

adults presenting more often with a lowered mood and guilt symp-

toms.3–6 Research into late‐life MDD is complicated by the high

heterogeneity of symptoms across individual patients.7 This hetero-

geneity has been difficult to address in research due to the use of

dichotomous component criteria for MDD,8 unweighted sum scores

of rating scales as a measure of severity, and the idea of MDD

symptoms as indicators of a single underlying “latent common

cause”.9–11 However, there is increasing evidence that MDD symp-

toms are not psychometrically interchangeable.12,13 From the com-

plex dynamic systems perspective, MDD can be seen as an emergent

property of the complex interaction of symptoms that may cause

each other and may adapt in response to each other in a (causal)

network structure.7,14,15 Yet, to model such networks and dimensions

from time series of symptom scores for the individual patients is

challenging, especially in case of sparse panel data.16,17

Symptom networks and dimensions have been studied, using

cross‐sectional designs, but less so in prospective studies. In studies
on the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS) the most

consistent symptom clusters of dimensions that were found using

factor analysis were termed “Melancholic”, “Core”, and “Sleep”.18,19 It

is however difficult to derive general conclusions for old‐age psy-
chiatry, because of inconsistent findings and because most studies

were conducted in younger adults.20–25 Moreover, diverse statistical

methods (e.g., factor analysis, latent class analysis, hierarchical clus-

ter analysis, vector autoregressive‐based clustering) and different
instruments to assess depressive symptoms (i.e., self‐reported and
observer‐rated scales) were used.17 Furthermore, most studies had
cross‐sectional designs, which do not consider the (dis)similarities of
changes in depressive symptoms over time. Yet, some have studied

panel data or time series of symptom severity by modeling their

temporal relationships.24,26,27 Their findings showed that not the

trends of sum scores, but rather the idiosyncratic changes of symp-

toms could be considered the main data of interest. Some of these

studies used analyses of lagged relationships, such as in vector‐
autoregressive (VAR) models that analyze dynamics typically one

timepoint apart (t − 1). However, these models are not yet widely

used in clinical practice, because it has been difficult to choose the

proper time interval between assessments (e.g., hours, days, weeks,

or months), because these complex models consume considerable

computing time, and because results can be difficult to interpret.28–30

Moreover, many severely depressed older patients are incapable to

complete daily or even more frequent smartphone‐based ecological
momentary assessments (EMA) of depressive symptoms. New ana-

lytic approaches may be needed to analyze the covarying depressive

symptoms over time in case of sparse panel data, especially in old‐age
psychiatry.

Our study aims to identify those symptoms which changes co-

vary in older people with depression. When we can identify those

symptoms that change together over time, we can determine net-

works and dimensions based on these similarities. Dynamic time

warping (DTW) is a relatively new analytic technique in psychiatry,

and not yet been previously been used in late‐life MDD, but only in
adult depressive inpatients.24,31 The Netherlands Study on Depres-

sion in Older Persons (NESDO)32 provides the opportunity to study

the symptom networks of participants by providing 6‐year longitu-
dinal data with follow‐up measurements every 6 months. We hy-
pothesize that the DTW methodology will yield symptom networks

and dimensions in late‐life MDD that capture their within‐patient
dynamics. We apply the technique to the patient level (idiographic

approach) as well as to the group level (nomothetic approach). We

included both the idiographic and nomothetic analyses in support of

the idea that these are complementary approaches, that can be

combined for added strength.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Sample

Data were obtained from the baseline and follow‐up measurements
of NESDO, a longitudinal multi‐site naturalistic cohort study exam-
ining the course and consequences of depression in older people.

From 2007 until 2010, persons aged 60–93 years were recruited

from mental health care institutes and primary healthcare settings in

five regions in the Netherlands. The NESDO cohort (n = 510) con-

sisted of 378 depressed (diagnosed within the previous 6 months

according to the DMS‐IV‐R criteria) and 132 non‐depressed persons.
Exclusion criteria were suspected dementia (with a Mini Mental State

Examination score (MMSE) under 19), a primary diagnosis of de-

mentia, and insufficient mastery of the Dutch language. The study

design of NESDO has been described in detail previously.32 For the

current study, participants with a 6‐month DSM‐IV‐R diagnosis of
major depression were included, who had an IDS sum score of 26 or
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higher (indicating moderate to severe depression), which yielded 182

(48.1% of 378 depressed) participants at baseline. To illustrate the

idiographic approach we choose on participant from our NESDO

sample. This DTW analysis in a single participant may yield reliable

insight about the idiosyncratic dynamics of depressive symptoms

over time, and the relative centrality of each of the depressive

symptoms for this patient. It may help illustrate that a valid within‐
person process‐based model could be developed.

2.2 | Subject characteristics

Socio‐demographic variables, including age, gender, and years of

education, were collected during the baseline interview. Clinical

characteristics such as age of onset of the depressive disorder and

comorbid anxiety disorders were assessed by the Composite Inter-

national Diagnostic Interview (CIDI). Antidepressant and benzodiaz-

epine use was assessed by interview and double‐checked by chart
review. Respondents were asked whether they were currently

smoking (yes/no) and the number of alcoholic drinks per week. Body

mass index (BMI) was calculated as kilograms divided by meter

squared. Finally, the presence of cardiovascular disease (assessed by

self‐report supported by appropriate medication use (see Ref.33 for
detailed description), and the number of other self‐reported chronic
diseases were determined for which persons received treatment

(including lung disease, osteoarthritis or rheumatic disease, cancer,

ulcer, intestinal problem, liver disease, epilepsy and thyroid gland

disease).32

2.3 | Measurements

Within the NESDO cohort, depressive symptoms were assessed

every 6 months using the Dutch version of the 30‐item Inventory of

Depressive Symptomatology (IDS)34 for a total duration of 6 years,

with up to 13 waves. The IDS is a 28‐item questionnaire that not only
comprises all symptoms of depression as defined by the DSM‐5, but
also melancholic, atypical, and anxious symptoms.34 The question-

naire has been shown to have adequate reliability, acceptable val-

idity, good responsiveness and good discriminative ability.34–36 Each

item of the IDS is scored on a 0–3 scale. Persons were excluded if

they had three or less IDS assessments. When we compared the 182

participating patients with moderate to severe depression with four

or more assessments with the 52 excluded patients with moderate to

severe depression with three or less assessments, we found that they

had a similar gender distributions (69% vs. 65%, p = 0.32), mean age

(of 69.9 vs. 70.4 years, p = 0.58), and mean number of years in ed-

ucation (10.4 vs. 9.7 years, p = 0.18).

Missing item scores were imputed based on the average score on

other items within that individual (in only 0.85% of item scores).

Opposite symptoms (i.e., increased or decreased weight/appetite, and

increased or decreased sleep) were split, so each of these items

became two separate items instead of one, yielding 30 IDS items. All

30 IDS items were group‐level standardized into z‐scores before
DTW analysis.

2.4 | Statistical analysis

Sociodemographic and clinical variables were summarized as means

with standard deviations (SD) or percentages, as appropriate.

DTW analysis was used to identify dimensions of depressive

symptoms that tended to cluster dynamically over time, as described

in more detail previously.24,31 It combines both instantaneous (i.e.,

contemporaneous) relations as well as associations among symptom

scores one time point away. Importantly, it can be applied to sparse

time series data. When two symptom changes tended to occur at

nearby timepoints, the resulting distance among this symptom pair

will be smaller. The distances for each of the symptom pairs yields a

distance matrix for each participant, from which symptom di-

mensions and symptom networks can be derived, both at the indi-

vidual level (i.e., idiographic approach) and the group level (i.e.,

nomothetic approach). This algorithm can effectively cluster panel

and time‐series data,37 as it calculates the strength of relationships
(i.e., distance) between the changing symptom scores over time.38,39

Thus, within each patient, DTW calculated the “distance” be-

tween each pair of items, resulting in a 30 by 30 distance matrix for

each individual. As we included 182 MDD patients, this resulted in

182 distance matrices. The time window was set at 1, meaning that

changes between t − 1, t, and t + 1 were taken into account, using a

programming approach with elastic stretching and compressing in

order for the time‐series of each pair of symptoms to become

completely aligned through a warping path. In the supplements

(Supplementary Figure 2), the need of using a time window is

explained in more detail, as using no window can lead to the erro-

neous conclusion of a small distance, as item scores very far away in

time are being aligned. Figure 1 explains the DTW analysis in detail

for symptom scores of three items over time. It exemplifies the

calculation of DTW distances for these three fictious symptom pairs,

yielding a 3‐by‐3 distance matrix. S1 and S2 show a much more

similar course over time than S3 (represented by the much smaller

distance of 3 vs. 12 and 15).

The 182 distance matrices were subsequently analyzed on the

group level (i.e., nomothetic approach), through a Distatis analysis,

which is a generalization of principal component analysis (PCA). It is

aimed to find the stable part of symptom dynamics among partici-

pants. For Distatis the raw data consists of the 182 distance matrices

collected on the same 30 IDS symptoms. Distatis is a three‐way
extension of metric multidimensional scaling, in which the 182 dis-

tance matrices are transformed into 182 cross‐product matrices,
from which the best common representation of the observations

(called the compromise) is calculated. The three compromise factors

best describe the similarity structure of the 182 distance matrices.

These three factors are used as x, y, and z‐axis values in the
three‐dimensional plot in which the symptoms are represented as
points, such that the distances in the plot best reflect the similarities
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between the symptoms.40 The first two compromise factors are also

plotted into the x–y plane (with 95% confidence intervals based on

1000 bootstrap replicates of the factor scores), and all three

compromise factors were also plotted in a 3‐dimensional plot using
the “plotly” r package. A hierarchical cluster analysis was applied

according to “Ward.D2” clustering methods, which was visualized in a

dendrogram. To estimate the optimal number of dimensions, a scree

plot of dimension distances was created, with the elbow method

being used to yield the number of clusters. This elbow can be

observed as a sharp change in the slopes of adjacent line segments in

the Scree plot, which location might indicate a good number of di-

mensions to retain. A network plot was created that was used to

calculate the relative centrality values of each of the 30 IDS‐SR
items.

F I GUR E 1 Explanation of the dynamic time warping (DTW) analysis. Say we have gathered three IDS symptom scores over time in a single
fictitious patient, and (A) the (unstandardized) scores of these individual symptoms S1, S2, and S3 are given over time, with timepoint “0” being

baseline. When we used the “symmetric1” step pattern recursion, (B) the following symmetric distance matrix was calculated. Parts (C)–(E)
explain the calculations of DTW distances for the symptom pairs S1–S2, S1–S3, and S2–S3, respectively. The black lines illustrate the warped
(i.e., elastic) modification of one item to get an optimal alignment, using the Sakoe‐Chiba constraint (i.e., window type) of one time point before
and after the current assessment.59 The Cost Matrices show the optimal warping routes for each of these three calculations, yielding 3, 12, and
15 as for their respective distances. Thus, the distance between S1 and S2 was smallest, thus having the most similar course over time. As we
had 30 IDS items, this calculation has been done 420 times [i.e., (30 � 30)/2, minus 30 of the diagonal] for each of the 182 individual patients,

which yielded 182 (30‐by‐30) distance matrices
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Using a random split with a subset of two groups of 91 pa-

tients, we compared the two separate DTW symptom networks,

to study the stability of the network and dimensional structure.

Node placement was done by using the Procrustes algorithm, to

aid the visual comparison between the two networks and calcu-

late their congruence coefficient.41 The congruence coefficient

(with the 95% CI) was estimated, through bootstrapping of 200

random splits of the 182 participants. A value below 0.85 is in-

dicates poor similarity, a value in the range of 0.85–0.94 indicates

fair similarity, and a value of 0.95 can be considered as being

equal.41

The “dtw” (version 1.22.3), “parallelDist” (version 0.2.4), “qgraph”

(version 1.6.9), “plotly” (version 4.10.0), “stats” (version 4.0.3), and

“networktools” (version 1.2.3) packages for the R statistical software

were used (R version 4.0.3; R Foundation for Statistical Computing,

2016. URL: https://www.R‐project.org/, https://osf.io/s7jrc). In the
supplements, a sample r script is given for DTW analyses of the IDS

panel data from three participants.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Patient characteristics

Table 1 shows the sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of

the included persons at baseline. The total sample consisted of 182

older participants who were severely depressed at baseline, of whom

69.0% were females with a mean age of 69.8 years (standard devi-

ation [SD] = 7.1). The mean age of onset was 44.1 years (SD = 19.7)

and the mean IDS total score was 38.0 (SD = 8.7). There were 75.8%
who used an antidepressant.

3.2 | Idiographic approach

Figure 2 shows the DTW analyses and clustering of one NESDO

participant. Figure 2A shows the individual IDS item scores over time.

IDS items with more similar dynamics are clustered according to the

dendrogram that is shown in Figure 2B. Figure 2C shows the symp-

tom network based on the DTW analysis, and the standardized

centrality statistics are plotted in Figure 2D, with item 8 “Respon-

siveness of mood” having the smallest distances to most other

symptoms, resulting in the strongest connection strength. Items are

colored from red (i.e., strongest centrality) to blue (i.e., weakest

centrality). Thus, item 4 “Hypersomnia” showed the most indepen-

dent course over time in this particular participant. Supplemen-

tary Figure 2 illustrates the importance of using a time window in the

DTW analysis. Three fictitious item scores over time are analyzed

and compared using a Sakoe‐Chiba window‐type of size one versus
no window. To explain the steps towards the DTW distance, a local

cost matrix and the path that minimizes the alignment between two

item scores while aggregating the total distance is shown for each of

the three symptom pairs.

3.3 | Nomothetic approach

Figure 3 shows the nomothetic group‐level analyses of the 182
NESDO patients with severe depression at baseline. Based on the

scree plot analysis (Figure 3A), the most parsimonious number of

dimensions was four. The DTW analysis and the subsequent Distatis

analysis yielded three compromise factors, which are depicted in a

three‐dimensional plot (Online Figure 1, https://osf.io/4j5xg). The
dendrogram based on the hierarchical cluster analyses (Figure 3A),

TAB L E 1 Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of 182
depressed elderly patients

Variable Mean (SD) or percentage

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age, years 69.8 (7.1)

Female sex 68.7

Education, years 10.4 (3.6)

Clinical characteristics:

Age of onset, years 44.1 (19.7)

IDS total score 38.0 (8.7)

Depression severity†

Mild 0

Moderate severe 57.1

Severe 26.9

Very severe 15.4

Comorbid anxiety diagnosis, % 43.4

Physical health characteristics

Current smoking 26.4

Alcohol, units per day, median (IQR) 0.03 (0.0–1.2)

Body mass index (BMI) 25.5 (7.6)

Somatic comorbidity

Heart disease 22.0

Cardiovascular disease 19.2

Diabetes mellitus 11.0

# chronic diseases 2.2 (1.5)

Medication use

Antidepressants 75.8

SSRIs 33.5

TCAs 18.7

Other AD 26.4

Antipsychotic 9.3

Benzodiazepines 48.4

Abbreviation: IDS, Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology.
†Depression severity, measured using the IDS sum scores at baseline:

mild (0–25), moderate severe (26–38), severe (39–48), and very severe

(≥49).
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the relative centrality (Figure 3B), and the compromise plots (Figure

3C and 3D) are given.

The four symptom dimensions thus consisted of items with

similar course trajectories, namely: (1) Core symptoms (14 items: sad

mood, irritability, anxious or tense, responsiveness of mood, quality

of mood, poor concentration, low self‐esteem, suicidality, low general
interest, low capacity for pleasure, psychomotor retardation, psy-

chomotor agitation, panic or phobia, and interpersonal sensitivity), (2)

Lethargy/Somatic (6 items: pessimism, low energy level, low interest

in sex, aches and pains, sympathetic arousal, and leaden paralysis), (3)

Sleep (3 items: difficulty falling asleep, difficulty staying asleep, and

waking up early) and (4) Appetite/atypical (7 items: hypersomnia,

diurnal mood variation, decrease in appetite, increase in appetite,

decrease in weight, increase in weight, and constipation or diarrhea).

Supplementary Figure 3 shows the four symptom dimensions

when using three other hyperparameter settings (with different

F I GUR E 2 Dynamic time warping (DTW) analysis for a single Netherlands Study of Depression in Older People (NESDO) participant
(idiographic approach). (A) The individual raw IDS‐SR item scores over time are shown. (B) Using DTW analysis the distance matrix was
assessed, which was entered in a hierarchical cluster analysis visualized in a dendrogram. (C) The distance matrix was also used to construct
the symptom network graph (with one item that was constant being omitted). (D) The centrality statistics of this symptom network is shown,

of which item 6 (Irritability) had the strongest strengths of connections with most other items.
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window‐types and window‐sizes), and these different analyses re-
sults in largely similar symptom dimensions, meaning these are stable

across the different settings. Moreover, Supplementary Figure 4

compares the DTW with the Euclidian distance approach and shows

that the latter approach explains less variability. Like the DTW

analysis, it does cluster the three sleep items together. Moreover, the

increases and decreases in appetite and weight are clustering

together. All the remaining 19 items are clustered more strongly

together when using the Euclidian distance approach than when us-

ing DTW.

As is shown in Figure 4 the network did not significantly change

when splitting up the participants into two random groups of 91

F I GUR E 3 Nomothetic analyses based on all distance matrices from 182 participants. (A) A scree plot indicated four symptom dimensions.
(B) A dendrogram was created, based on the Ward's (D2, i.e., general agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure) clustering criterion on

the compromise factors of the Distatis analysis of 182 distance matrices. (C) The Distatis analysis yielded three compromise factors. The
position of each of the 30 IDS‐SR items are shown in x–y scatter plot of the compromise space according to the first two of the three
compromise factors. (D) Relative centrality of each of the 30 IDS‐SR items based on the symptom network

VAN ZELST ET AL. - 7



participants each. The median congruence coefficient was very high

at 0.977, when we derived the network plots from 200 random splits

of the data set.

As is shown in Figure 5, there is much overlap in the symptom

dimensions in men and women, as supported by the high congruence

coefficient (i.e., 0.945) when stratifying for gender. The “Lethargy/

Somatic” and “Sleep” symptom dimensions were similar across the

genders. However, the symptoms “23. Psychomotor retardation” and

“27. Panic or phobia” clustered within the “Appetite/atypical” symp-

tom dimension in men, whereas “28. Constipation or diarrhea” clus-

tered within the “Core symptoms” dimension in women. Moreover,

sleep problems tended to cluster more closely with decreases in

weight and appetite in women than in men, whereas increases in

weight and appetite tended to cluster as a separate cluster in women

but not in men.

4 | DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to analyze the similarity of symptom

changesover time in olderdepressed adults usingDTWanalyses. In the

group‐level nomothetic approach, four depressive symptom clusters

and their course trajectorieswere identified. The very high congruence

factor showed that these four dimensions were highly stable between

participants. Analysis of the symptom network of one participant il-

lustrates that DTW could also be a fruitful idiographic approach to

identify dimensions and the most influential symptoms within a single

participant. Symptom clusters were mostly consistent among men and

women, with some subtle differences. Item 28, “Constipation and

diarrhea” clustered more strongly with the core depressive symptoms

in women than in men. Other cross‐sectional studies that compared
IDS items among men and women found that this symptom was more

prevalent in women than in men.42,43 Moreover, the atypical items 12

and 14 of increases in appetite and weight strongly clustered sepa-

rately in women but not in men, and these symptoms were also more

prevalent in women than in men in these previous studies.42,43

Although our findings do not support distinct female symptom di-

mensions, it does suggest some somatic symptoms of depression may

develop differently in time among the sexes.

Studies that focused on symptom clusters in late‐life depression
often used latent class analyses,44–47 and factor analyses.18,19 Their

most consistent findings were symptoms dimensions termed “Melan-

cholic”, “Core”, and “Sleep”. Except for the consistent “Sleep” dimen-

sion, our dimensions differed substantially from the symptom factors

from previous cross‐sectional studies. The most likely explanation for
these inconsistencies may be the differences in analysis techniques

used. Other potential factors involve the use of different depression

scales, inclusion criteria, and age ranges. Aprevious Exploratory Factor

Analysis (EFA) on the IDS data in the currentNESDO cohort revealed a

three‐factor solution.4 They included 229 participants with MDD in

the previous month, and found evidence for three symptom factors

(“Somatic”, “Mood”, and “Motivation”), while six items loaded on more

than one of these factors. However, these three factors differed sub-

stantially from our four dynamic symptom dimensions, for examples

the “Somatic” factor combined symptoms from three different di-

mensions that we found (i.e., 1. Core symptoms, 3. Sleep, and 4.

F I GUR E 4 Network plots of two subsamples (A, B) of the 182 patients. We used an automated split with a subset of 91 patients each, in
which we conducted separate dynamic time warping (DTW) analyses. Node placement was done by using the Procrustes algorithm (from the R

Package “networktools”), to aid the visual comparison between the two networks. The congruence coefficient was high at 0.967 (95%CI:
0.937–0.981)
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Appetite/atypical). Other factor analyses on IDS items were all in

younger adults rather than older participants.7,16,21,22,25,35,48–51

However, the clinical presentation of MDD in younger adults differs

from that in older adults.3,6 Using EFA, confirmatory factor analysis,

Rasch analysis, principal component analysis, or network analysis,

these studies found different groupings of IDS items, with little overlap

among each other or with our finding, but some consistencies. Sleep

symptoms were often closely associated,22,48 and also appetite and

weight symptoms,48,49,51 as well as sleep symptoms in combination

with appetite and weight symptoms.4,35 These latter findings support

the idea of the subtype of depressive disorder with atypical symptoms,

within both adult and older patients. The many discrepancies with

previous studies could likely be ascribed to the fact that wewere using

panel data (i.e., time series with sparse data) that first analyzed change

profiles within patients, after which these data were aggregated. This

raises the idea that using sum scores of the four symptom dimensions

that we found would be more helpful in monitoring treatment effects,

rather than using those factors found in cross‐sectional analyses. The
change profiles are strongly associated within each of the four di-

mensions that we found.

F I GUR E 5 Network plots stratified for gender of the total of 182 patients. (A) The symptom network in 57 men and the dendrogram.
(B) The symptom network in 125 women and the dendrogram. The congruence coefficient was large (0.945)
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The field of research on symptom dynamics over time is growing.

Idiographic and nomothetic symptom networks have been studied

with different analytical techniques.21,24,25,52 A recent comparable

DTW analysis on younger depressed adults using Hamilton Rating

Scale for Depression (HRSD) instead of IDS data,24 had findings that

partly overlapped with regard to the sleep and core‐symptom di-

mensions. These previous and our findings strengthen concerns on

the loss of clinically relevant information when using only sum scores

for assessing treatment progress in daily practice,7,20 since much

information that represents the dynamical symptom complexity gets

lost. Moreover, specific symptom dimensions were found to have a

distinct etiology in old‐age MDD.53

DTW may offer some opportunities for personalized medicine in

psychiatry. In our single participant, DTW analysis of IDS data

showed that item 6 (Irritability) was a central symptom with the

highest connection strength, followed by several other core depres-

sive symptoms. Thus, irritability most strongly covaried with her

other symptoms, and whether such a central symptom is causally

linked to other symptoms should be explored further using tech-

niques employing directed networks.54 The connection strengths are

likely to be different for each individual participant or depressive

patient. It could be hypothesized that targeting treatment on such

central symptoms early in therapy may lead to a more rapid resolu-

tion of closely connected depressive symptoms.27,48 However, as

discussed by McNally,55 selectively deactivating a symptom is more

easily said than done, as it is difficult to target a single symptom

without simultaneously affecting others. For example, in our indi-

vidual participant this would imply that (psycho)therapy should be

focusing on her core depressive symptoms, rather than focusing on

somatic symptoms like sleep and appetite that were much more

loosely connected. DTW may thus reveal individual symptom pat-

terns, which might lead to person‐tailored pharmaco‐ and

psychotherapy.

Strengths of the current study are the use of the innovative DTW

clustering method to study panel data of individual symptoms scores,

the comprehensive set of depressive symptoms, the long‐term
follow‐up, different health‐care settings, and the broad range of old
age. As we group‐standardized symptoms scores before the DTW
analyses, the clustering of symptoms in dimensions was based on

change over time.17 The DTW algorithm differs from the analytical

tools traditionally used in psychiatry research, first as it is based on

non‐linear relationships rather than linear regression, sec-

ond focusses on change profiles rather than absolute levels (as

symptom scores were group‐level standardized before the DTW

analyses), third compares temporal dynamics with those that occur

both at the same time points or close by in time, and fourth models

individual patients (i.e., idiographic approach) first, after which find-

ings are aggregated to search for commonalities.56,57 There are also

some limitations that need to be discussed. First, the time interval

between assessments was 6 months, so the symptom dimensions are

based on relapses and recovery of symptoms over longer time pe-

riods. Therefore, symptom changes that fluctuated over much

shorter time periods could not be taken into account. For an

idiographic analysis to be of clinical importance during the treatment

phase of depression, more assessments are preferable. As this study

consisted of participants with up to 13 assessments, further studies

are necessary to explore the effects of different number of assess-

ments and different time intervals between assessments on the DTW

findings. Symptom dynamics also likely cluster differently when using

different scales, because items differ among them.58,59 Second, we

could not consider treatment effects and the effects of recovery from

MDD. Distance matrices will likely fluctuate over time, as they are

dynamic, multi‐causal, partly random, and manifest idiosyncrati-

cally,60 because of many complex interactions with environmental

factors, including treatments received. The goal of treatment is to

reduce symptoms, resulting in less variances and means for symptom

severity over the course of therapy. Future studies should ideally

compare symptom networks among randomized groups receiving

different treatments. Third, items that do not change over time (e.g.,

scoring zero throughout follow‐up) tend to cluster together, which
should be considered when conducting DTW.

In conclusion, DTW enabled the estimation and visualization of

symptom networks in late‐life depression. In the group‐level nomo-
thetic approach four symptom dimensions were identified, namely:

core symptoms/lethargy, internalizing symptoms, sleep, and appetite/

atypical. DTW analysis is a new way to capture the underlying

structure of the dynamics of depressive symptoms over time both in

individuals as well as in groups of participants. DTW has a promising

potential for clinical practice and could be a continuation of already

available evidence of the value of measurement‐based care in psy-
chiatry.61 Inflammatory and vascular risk markers and other somatic

measurements could also be included in the analyses which may help

to uncover specific etiology.

Since DTW is a relatively new analytic technique in psychiatry

there is lot of details left to explore (like the minimum number of

assessments that are required, the window‐type, and the window‐
size to yield the most stable outcomes). The DTW approach should

be developed further, for example, testing the symptom and envi-

ronmental factors in a 2 or 3 week period using EMA or ESM prior to

or during the first weeks of treatment.56,58,60 Such an idiographic

analysis might lead to actionable insights for improved treatment and

prognosis, which may ultimately aid personalized medicine in

psychiatry.
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